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1 Claim. (Cl. ?ll-55) 

The general object of the present invention is to provide 
a new and improved variable electrical resistor. More 
particularly, the present invention is concerned with an 
electrical resistance element wherein an electrically con 
ducting ?uid is arranged to short out an electrically con 
ducting coating on the inner surface of a hollow insulat 
ing element. 

Heretofore it has been common practice to build cer 
tain types of variable resistance devices by placing a 
relatively ?ne resistance wire in the hollow portion of a 
capillary tubing and variably shorting out the wire by ' 
means of a mercury column or other electrically short 
circuiting ?uid. Such a device is shown and described 
in the patent of William H. Bristol, No. 776,491, issued 
December 6, 1904. Such devices as disclosed in the 
Bristol patent have been in use up to the present time 
and have been known to have inherent faults which can 
not be eliminated as long as a resistance wire must be 
placed in the device. Among the di?iculties of these 
prior devices is the problem of obtaining high resistance 
changes with relatively low movement or displacement 
of the‘ shorting ?uid. Another di?iculty has been that of 
attempting to center the resistance wire in the center of 
the tube so as to have the shorting ?uid level changes 
e?ect uniform changes in resistance of the element. 
Another difficulty with devices incorporating a metallic ‘ 
resistance wire within the tube is the resistance wire, 
and its impurities, often acts to contaminate the mer 
cury or shorting ?uid so that long time uniform results 
can not be attained. Another dif?culty lies in the fact 
that shorting ?uids such as mercury have a different wet 
ting action on the resistance wire than on the glass and 
as a result there is a considerable hysteresis error intro 
duced into such devices and yield poor reproducible 
characteristics. This is also evidenced by the obstruc 
tionist e?ects of a wire in a small capillary. Another 
difficulty of these prior devices, where an attempt was 
made to utilize a very ?ne wire as a resistance wire, is 
that such devices are di?icult to calibrate, presumably 
due to the inability of the mercury to make reproducible 
contact with such a ?ne wire. Further, with such ?ne 
wire, it is impossible to apply a readily available operat 
ing voltage to the wire so that it may be utilized in an 
electrical circuit. 

It is accordingly an object of the present invention 
to provide a new and improved variable resistance ele 
ment which will overcome the above enumerated de? 
ciencies of the prior art devices. . 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

a variable resistance element comprising an electrically 
conductive coating on a ceramic material wherein said 
coating is variably shorted out by suitable highly con 
ductive ?uid. 

Still another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a transducer element of the electrical type having 
a hollow ceramic body with an electrically conductive 
coating on the inner surface thereof with a highly con 
ductive ?uid for variably shorting out said coating be 
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tween a pair of electrical contacts which are in contact 
with the electrical coating. . 
A further object of the present invention is to provide 

a new and improved variable resistance element compris 
ing a hollow non-porous ceramic material having an 
electrically conductive coating on the inner surface there 
of wherein the coating is formed of a metallic oxide with 
an electrically conducting ?uid for shorting the coating 
and varying the resistance between a pair of electrical 
contacts engaging the coating. 
The various features of novelty which characterize the 

invention are pointed out with particularity in the claim 
annexed hereto and forming a part of the speci?cation. 
For a better understanding of the invention, however, its 
advantages, and the speci?c objects attained with its use, 
reference should be had to the accompanying drawings 
and descriptive matter in which is illustrated and de 
scribed preferred embodiments of the invention. 
Of the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a schematic showing of one form that the 

invention may assume and how it may be utilized with 
a suitable electrical signal utilization circuit; 

Figure 2 is a diagrammatic showing of the present in 
vention as applied to a ?ow meter; and 

Figure 3 is a diagrammatic showing of one form the 
invention may assume when applied to a pressure to 
resistance transducer application. 

Referring now to Figure 1, the numeral 10 represents 
a thermometer which includes a reservoir or bulb 11 
which is ?lled with a low resistance or highly conducting 
?uid which, in this particular embodiment, should also 
have a high thermal coe?icient of expansion. Such a ?uid 
may be, for example, mercury. 
Mounted on top of the reservoir or bulb 11 is a capil 

lary tube 13 which is shown in exaggerated fashion in 
order to emphasize the details. This capillary 13 is pref 
erably made of Pyrex glass and is arranged to have a 
relatively small inside diameter which may be on the 
order of one millimeter. The inside of this capillary 13 
has an electrically conductive coating on the surface 
thereof. This coating is formed in a continuous layer 
throughout the length of the capillary 13 on the inner 
surface thereof and has a relatively high resistance. This 
conductive coating or ?lm may be in the form of a metal 
lic oxide such as is disclosed in the John M. Mochel 
patent, 2,564,706, issued August 21, 1951. This elec 
trically conductive coating has a relatively high resistance 
compared to the electrical resistance of the pure metal 
which is used in the metallic oxide of the coating. 
Making electrical contact with the ?uid 12 is a suit 

able electrically conducting electrode 15 which is selected 
so as not to contaminate the ?uid 12. When the ?uid 12 
is extending into the capillary 13 it will be seen that the 
electrode 15 is coupled to the conductive coating 14 by 
the ?uid. Inserted through the upper end of the capillary 
and engaging the electrically conductive coating at the 
upper end is a further electrode 16. 

This variable resistance thermometer may be connected 
as the leg of a Wheatstone bridge 20 which includes a 
source of power 21, a ?xed resistor 22, and a rebalancing 
potentiometer 23. The output of the bridge 20 may be 
connected to a suitable recording and controlling ap 
paratus 24 which is arranged to reversibly drive a control 
motor 25, the latter of which is arranged to adjust the 
rebalancing potentiometer 23 and the bridge 20. This 
recording and controlling apparatus 24 may be of the type 
disclosed in the Walter P. Wills patent, 2,423,540, issued 
July 8, 1947. 

In considering the operation of the apparatus shown 
in Fig. 1, it will be understood that temperature changes 
around the thermometer bulb 11 will cause the ?uid 
therein to rise and fall in accordance with the changes. 
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These changes in turn will serve to short out the conduc 
tive coating in accordance with the height of the ?uid 
in the capillary 13. As the ?uid column rises, the effec 
tive resistance between the contactors 15 and 16 is e?ec 
tive'ly decreased and this decrease in resistance will be 
re?ected through the .Wheatstone bridge 2%) into the 'ap 
paratus 24 which will be effective to record the resistance 
change and also to readjust the balancing potentiom 
tater-23. ' ' 

border that the variable resistance thermometer 10 
have a minimum of'hysteresis between rising and falling 
temperatures, it is essential that extreme cleanliness be 
practiced in the assembling of the thermometer. This 
means that the inner surface of the capillary must be 
completely free'of impurities and that thermercury, or 
other ?uid, used in the apparatus is also free of impurities 
where those impurities might cause separation of the ?uid 
in the capillary or ‘undue meniscus changes with the rise 
and fall of the ?uid in the capillary. 
'7 By proper regulation of the coating process it is possible 
to vary the resistance of the coating per square. It has 
been found possible for the one millimeter inside diameter ’ 
tube to have, an overall resistance of between one thou 
sand to ten thousand ohms per foot length of the capil 
lary tube. , ' 

It can thus be seen that relatively large resistance 
changes can be obtained with relatively small variations 
in the position of the shorting ?uid column in the capil 

' lary. 'Also, by having both a transparent capillary 13 
and utilizing an electrically conductive coating which 
is also transparent it is possible to visually observe the 
temperature as well as obtain an electrical resistance which 
varies with temperature. 

Referring to Figure 2, there is shown one form the 
invention may assume in a ?ow measuring apparatus. 
Here a U tube 39. is disposed withthe ends thereof at’ 
31 and 32. This U tube may have mercury or. other 
suitable ‘highly conducting material in the lower portion 
of the U tube. The inner portion of the U tube may have 
an 'electricallyconductive coating on all or on a portion 
thereof‘as at 33. A pair of electrical contacts 34 and 
‘35 are ,used to contact the electrically conducting coat 
ing 33. ' 

‘It will ‘be obvious that variations in the flow of the ?uid 
through the ori?ce 29 will be effective to vary the level 
of the ‘?uid in the U tube so as to vary the electrical 
resistance between the contacts 34 and 35. It will be 
obvious that these resistance changes will be proportional 
to changes in ?ow of ?uid through the ori?ce 29. 

Referring to Figure 3 there is shown a further embodi 
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l3. 
ment of the invention as applied to a pressure to resistance 
transducer. Here there is provided a collapsible reservoir 
40 containing a suitably conductive ?uid 41. This ?uid 
is arranged to rise and fall in a suitable capillary 42 hav 
ing an electrically conductive coating thereon at 43. A 
pair of electrical contacts 44 and 45 are provided for 
contacting the surface of the conductive coating 43. This 
entire element may be supported in a chamber 46 wherein 
the pressure is to be measured by a supporting and seal 
ing element 47 which may be a neoprene stopper with a 
center hole therein. _ 
The apparatus of Figure 3 produces changes in the 

electrical resistance between the contacts 44 and 45 by 
having the ?uid rise and fall in the capillary tube 42. 
This rise and fall will be proportional to the increases 
and decreases of the pressure applied to the ?exible cham 
ber 43 which in turn forces the liquid up or down in 
the tube 42. _ 

While, in accordance With the provisions-of the statutes, 
1 have illustrated and described the best forms of em 
bodiment of my invention known to me, it will be 
apparent to those skilled in the art that changes may be 
made in the forms of the apparatus disclosed without 
departing from the spirit of the invention as set forth 

' in the appended claim, and that in some cases certain 
features of the invention may be used to advantagewith 
out a corresponding use of other features. 

Having now described the invention, what I claim as 
new and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is: 
An electrical variable sensing device comprising,’ a 

hollow ceramic body having a continuous layer of elec 
trically conducting but resistive coating over a portion 
of the'surface defining the hollow portion of said body, 
said coating being formed of a composition of elements, 
a fluid having a negligible electrical resistance disposed 
‘in cooperative relation to said coating to electrically 
shunt said coating when in contacting relation therewith, ' 
a pair of electrical contacts arranged to engage said elec 
trical coating at spaced points with one of said pair 
continuously engaging said ?uid, and means for varying 
the relation of said ?uid with respect to said coating in 
accordance with changes in said variable. 
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